
How to prepare Guardian Anointing Oil: 
What you will need: 

1 tablespoon of all the herbs in your kit. All of the herbs are organic and carefully 
selected by me to bring to you the most powerful protection.  

1 ½ cups of your favorite carrier oil or olive oil 

2 pots (double broiler method) 

Wooden spoon 

Strainer  

1:Put a double boiler on the stovetop over low heat.  

2: Add plant material, then cover completely with oil.  

3:Simmer on stove top for 1-2 hours.  

*Make sure it is never more than a simmer, it is very easy to damage herbal oils with 
heat. 
* You may need to turn the heat off periodically to keep it from getting too hot. 

4: Allow mixture to completely cool, then strain out as much plant material as 
possible.  

This recipe will yield about 16oz . Please separate into 2 containers. Use one for 
spell work and one for adding to cleaning baths and clearing spray. 

Add 10 drops of “Victory” gold tincture if available to the bottle that will be used for 
candles… 
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*place in a dark & cool space.  

Uses: 
Anoint doors, candles, windowsills, walls, amulets, poppets, crystals, spell jars, 
candle, 
Cleaning baths, floor wash, anoint divinations tools, prayer boxes. 
*Guardian Oil is a shield and barrier. You can write protection symbols onto or line 
your doorways, threshold, underneath beds, with it. Please spot test! Don't use on 
fabric it will stain! 

To make a clearing  using Guardian oil spray  
Add 40  drops of Guardian oil to 6-8oz of DISTILLED water and 1oz of alcohol.  

• You may add other essential oils to add a more pleasant or relaxing aroma.  

How to make Guardian Powder: 

Combine all of the herbs in your kit plus half a packet of Cascarilla. Or ½ teaspoon in 

a bowl.  
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Spell candle using 7 DAY candle for constant home clearing and 
protection. 

7 day candle:  to be used for constant protection, or to place a shield around you and 
your space at specific times.  

What you will need: 

Dry guardian condenser 
Guardian oil  
Sage  
BLACK or WHITE 7 day candle  
Carving tool  
Screwdriver or long tool for making holes into candle 
Lighter  
Optional: picture, tarot images  

*Clear and open circle* 
1: Clean the candle with water and sage 
2: Consecrate the candle (make or declare sacred; dedicate formally to a deity or 
divine purpose.) 
3: make holes into candle, carve words or symbols  
4: anoint & add herbs  
5: if desired add images or pictures  
6: light candle (use fire safety, never leave lit candle unattended or lit overnight!) 
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Chime Candle: 

Chime candle: to rid yourself of bad luck, hexes, binding, or entity attachments,  
hauntings  
(Will cover more in detail in another video.) 

What you will need: 

Dry guardian condenser 
Guardian oil  
Sage  
BLACK chime candle 
Carving tool 
4 crystal points  
Black guardian salt 

*Clear and open circle* 
1: Clean the candle with sage 
2: Consecrate the candle (make or declare sacred; dedicate formally to a deity or 
divine purpose.) 
3: carve candle (your name, birthday, astrological signs, sacred symbols OR what you 
are banishing: Fear, sadness, a relationship, a spirit, a haunting...SEE VIDEO 
4: anoint with wick away from you. You are pulling the energy away!  
5: place on a fireproof dish 
6: add black Guardian protection salt around candle, counter clockwise 
7: ground again and light candle!: (use fire safety, never leave lit candles unattended 
or lit overnight! 
*If you must, SNUFF candles out.  



Bonus: if you want to deflect bad vibes, smudge a small mirror and place your 
black candle in front of it.  Light it 

 “ All dark wishes and evil sources are now returned and deflected. My home and 
I are now protected. Peace and harmony is my reflection”  

So it is done  
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